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Sony Alpha A6000: The Complete Guide May 28 2020 Another in Sony’s line of DSLR cameras
was announced to the public in February 2014 in the form of the Alpha A6000. The A6000
camera is a compact digital device that is mirrorless in nature and lightweight; facilitating
comfort for users. Also dubbed the ILE6000 camera, the camera has been lauded for meeting
photographic needs left unsatisfied by its predecessors the NEX-6 and Nex-7. Improved features
include an advanced Hybrid Auto focus system and a phase detection point of approximately
one hundred and seventy nine with up to ninety percentage coverage and the ability to auto
focus at a speed of 0.06 seconds. It also includes object tracking and continuous shooting
mode of up to eleven frames per second. Sony also brought enhancements by introducing the
BIONZ X processor. This new engine is designed to produce professional quality images and
ISO sensitivity in low-light of up to 25600.
Apple iPad Master Manual Apr 19 2022 With the recent iOS 11 beta for the iPad, you will enjoy
exciting new features including an all-new Messages app, updates to Maps, Search, 3D Touch,
widgets, etc. And the iPad have new, more advanced cameras, and you can do more with Siri
and third-party apps than ever before in a simple way. What’s the best way to learn all of these
features? Apple iPad Master Manual is a guide to the tips, shortcuts, and workarounds that will
turn you into an iPad geek in no time even if you haven’t used iPad before. This easy-to-use
book will help you accomplish every basic and needful features so you can get the most out of
your iPad Tablets.
David Busch's Sony Alpha a7R IV Guide to Digital Photography Jul 18 2019 David Busch's Sony
Alpha a7R IV Guide to Digital Photography is the most comprehensive resource and reference
for Sony’s innovative 61-megapixel full frame mirrorless camera. Capable of 10 frame-persecond bursts even at full resolution, the a7R IV is fast enough for action photography, and its
15-stop enhanced dynamic range delivers the image quality that the most demanding landscape
or fine-art photographer requires. This camera’s remarkable low-light performance, fast sensor-

based 567-point phase detect autofocus (with real-time face and eye tracking in both still and
movie modes), and improved 5-axis in-body image stabilization, the a7R IV has all the tools
needed to take incredible images. This book will show you how to master those features as you
explore the world of digital photography and hone your creativity with your a7R IV. Filled with
detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Sony Alpha a7R IV Guide to
Digital Photography covers every feature of this camera in depth, from taking your first photos
through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and relates
each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy
camera "roadmap" chapter, an easy-to-use visual guide to the camera's features and controls.
Learn when to use every option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following the
author’s recommended settings for each menu entry. With best-selling photographer and
mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s
capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced enthusiast exploring full frame
photography for the first time, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and
confidence, while bringing your vision to light with the Sony a7R IV.
The History Teacher's Movie Guide Aug 31 2020 Finding, funding, and using the right films and
video equipment can be challenging for history teachers. Did you know that… The movie Prince
of Egypt was banned in Egypt? In the movie Troy, ancient Trojans are shown using llamas that
could only be found in the New World at that time? Oliver Stone’s movie JFK was so
controversial that he wrote a whole book defending it? The movie 300 is based on a comic book
and not meant to show historical reality at all? No one in the West has ever made a major
motion picture featuring the life of Vladimir Lenin? Showing movies in the dark can damage
your eyesight? Showing the wrong movie could get you fired or slapped with a heavy fine?
There are ways to obtain free educational films? There are some great books and websites that
allow you to learn about the objectionable content and historical accuracy of a film before you
show it to your students? This book helps you get good films that are free from bias,
anachronisms, or objectionable content. There are many great tips on how to use films more
effectively in your classroom and interesting assignments to go with them. Chapter One: The
Do’s and Don’ts of Using Films in Your Classroom 4 Chapter Two: Should I Use a Drama or a
Documentary? 9 Chapter Three: Finding the Right Films 11 Chapter Four: Funding Your Film
Library 18 Chapter Five: Copyright Issues 25 Chapter Six: Choosing the Right Format of Films &
Equipment 28 Chapter Seven: Anachronisms in Film 35 Chapter Eight: Bias in Film 38 Chapter
Nine: Films with Violence and Bad Language 42 Chapter Ten: Film-related Assignments 44
Chapter Eleven: The Best and Worst Dramatic Films for History Classes 67 Chapter Twelve:
Recent Reviews 73 Chapter Thirteen: Films That I Think Should be Made 78 Chapter Fourteen:
Recommended Reading 82 Chapter Fifteen: Dramatic Films Listed by Historical Era 85
David Busch's Canon EOS 90D Guide to Digital Photography Mar 06 2021 David Busch's Canon
EOS 90D Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference
for the advanced Canon EOS 90D camera. This upgraded 32.5 megapixel APS-C model features
a 45-point autofocus system. The Dual Pixel CMOS hybrid autofocus brings lightning-fast phase
detect AF to live view and high-definition movie modes, too. The 90D’s metering system
includes a 220,000-pixel RGB+Infrared sensor with Face Detection for accurate exposure
control. The 90D has Wi-Fi/ Bluetooth connectivity to allow linking the camera to a computer
and iOS or Android smart devices, and an improved swiveling touch screen LCD. With this book
in hand, you can quickly apply all these advanced features to your digital photography, while
boosting your creativity to take great photographs with your Canon EOS 90D.
Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Canon EOS 90D
Guide to Digital Photography covers all this upscale camera's features in depth, from taking
your first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and

more, and relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations. Also
included is the handy 90D "roadmap," an easy-to-use visual guide to the camera's features and
controls. Learn when to use each option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by
following the author’s recommended settings for every menu entry. With best-selling
photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery
of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced enthusiast, or
are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision to
light with the Canon EOS 90D today.
Photographer's Guide to the Panasonic Lumix DMC-LX10/LX15 Oct 21 2019 Photographer’s
Guide to the Panasonic Lumix DMC-LX10/LX15 is a complete guide to the use of the Panasonic
Lumix DMC-LX10 camera, which is known as the LX15 in areas outside of the United States. The
book shows beginning and intermediate photographers how to capture excellent images and
video sequences with the LX10. The book explains the use of autofocus, manual focus,
aperture, shutter speed, exposure compensation, white balance, and ISO, and many other
settings. The book discusses the camera’s options for playback, setup, and customizing the
operation of its controls. The book contains more than 450 color photographs showing the
camera’s controls, display screens, and menus. The book includes photographs taken using the
many creative settings of the camera, including the Photo Style settings; the Creative Control
mode picture effects, which provide the ability to customize the appearance of images in
dramatic ways; and the camera’s features for burst shooting and shooting in high-contrast
lighting conditions. The book includes a full discussion of the video recording abilities of the
LX10 camera, which offers manual control of exposure and focus during movie recording, and
provides ultra-high definition 4K recording of motion pictures. The book also explains the
camera’s features for extracting still images from 4K video and using the Post Focus feature to
select a sharply focused image after a shooting session. In three appendices, the book
discusses accessories for the LX10, including cases, power supply options, filter adapters, and
other items, and includes a list of websites and other resources for further information. The
book includes an appendix with helpful Quick Tips that explain how to take advantage of the
camera’s features in the most efficient ways possible.
The Friedman Archives Guide to Sony's RX100 VI and RX100 VA Mar 26 2020 Gary Friedman
has earned a reputation for clear explanations and a ridiculous attention to detail. And his book
on the RX100 VI and RX100 VA doesn't disappoint! Every feature (even all the hidden features!)
explained in plain English. Secrets to getting "Wow!" shots and even a bonus field guide you
can download to your phone for ready reference!
The Complete Guide to Sony's RX-100 MK2 (B&W Edition) Sep 19 2019 Love your new 20
megapixel wonder, but having a hard time configuring it or understanding all of its functions?
Then this book is for you. Written for the advanced user (with tutorials and easy explanations in
case you're not so advanced), this easy-to-understand yet thorough guide provides a complete
instruction manual which explains each feature in plain English and provides hundreds of visual
examples as well. There is no better way to learn about and get the most out of your camera.
More info at http://friedmanarchives.com/RX100-MK2
David Pogues Digitale Fotografie - Das fehlende Handbuch - Ein Missing Manual May 20 2022
Digitalkameras helfen uns dabei, Geld zu sparen, sie erlauben es uns, Fotos direkt nach der
Aufnahme anzusehen und sie stolz herumzuzeigen. Mit dem Siegeszug der Digitalkamera gibt
es aber auch doppelt so viel zu lernen wie früher: wie man qualitativ gute Fotos macht und wie
man sie am Computer verwaltet und bearbeitet. Bestseller-Autor David Pogue beschäftigt sich
deshalb in diesem Buch mit den fotografischen Grundlagen und der digitalen Verarbeitung von
Fotos am Rechner. Die Kamera: Kamerahersteller bringen alle sechs Monate neue Modelle
heraus. Das macht den Kauf einer Kamera nicht gerade zu einem Kinderspiel. David Pogue ist

Kamerakritiker der New York Times und bringt auf den Punkt, auf welche Kamerafunktionen Sie
wirklich achten müssen. Die Aufnahme: Moderne Kameras haben unzählige Features im
Gepäck. Wozu sind z.B. ISO, Belichtungskorrektur oder Weißabgleich gut? Wie schießt man
professionelle Fotos, die sich deutlich vom klassischen Schnappschuss abheben? Dieses Buch
bringt Licht ins Dunkel und behandelt dabei sowohl Kompaktkameras als auch
Spiegelreflexkameras. Das Labor: Picasa (Windows) und iPhoto (Mac) sind hervorragende,
kostenlose Programme für die Organisation, die Nachbearbeitung und die Verbreitung von
Digitalfotos. Umfangreiche Schritt-für-Schritt-Anleitungen bringen Ihnen die Arbeit mit beiden
Tools näher. Das Publikum: Vergessen Sie die Zeiten, in denen Ihre Fotos auf dem Dachboden
Staub ansetzten. Zeigen Sie Ihre Digitalbilder in Webgalerien und Diashows, verschicken Sie sie
per E-Mail, lassen Sie Kaffeetassen oder Briefmarken mit Ihren Motiven anfertigen oder nutzen
Sie einen Online-Dienst, um Abzüge zu erstellen.
Chromecast Device User Guide May 08 2021 Since the internet speeds went above the 500kbps
mark, the number of things people can do with their interconnected devices skyrocketed.
Automated homes, connected cars, and internet enabled TVs. The latter is what threatens to
revolutionize the entertainment world as we know it, do away with cable TV and abolish the
need for expensive blue-ray players. Even though smart TVs are so lucrative, most people find
them either too costly, or limiting. The alternative would be going for a TV with an HDMI port, a
USB port and purchasing a dongle to bring in the power of internet TV. Chromecast is one of the
best and cheapest such tools in the market.
Nikon D300s Digital Field Guide Mar 18 2022 What you need to know to take amazing
photos—or shoot movies!—with your Nikon D300s camera This portable, full-color guide
explains all essential controls, features, and functions of the Nikon D300s camera, including the
exciting new D-Movie with auto-focus feature, 3-inch LCD screen, quiet shutter release, and
external microphone for movie recording. You’ll find step-by-step instructions and invaluable
tips and tricks to help you take your best stills or live action, whether you’re capturing portraits,
candid shots, sports or travel images, or macro photography. Shows you how to get the very
most out of your new Nikon D300s digital camera Discusses in detail all the essential controls,
features, and functions of the Nikon D300s, including the new D-Movie feature Provides step-bystep instructions and full-color images of each menu screen Explains not only how to adjust
white balance, autofocus, exposure, and other settings, it explains when and why you should
adjust these settings Gives you a thorough digital photography refresher on lighting and
composition Shares valuable tips and tricks to help you capture amazing shots Shows you topicspecific secrets to capturing portraits, candid shots, sports or travel photos, macro
photography, and others Now that you have a Nikon D300s, make sure you have a copy of the
Nikon D300s Digital Field Guide!
Nikon D7100 Digital Field Guide Sep 12 2021 Everything you need to know to take full
advantage of yourNikon D7100 As a well-rounded, feature-rich dSLR, the new Nikon D7100 is
acompact lightweight camera that is loaded with sophisticatedfeatures. This full-color guide is
packed with expert advice thatwill both educate and inspire you to take amazing photographs
withyour Nikon D7100. Filled with stunning images by author andphotographer J. Dennis
Thomas, this guide goes beyond the owner'smanual to offer you helpful tips, tricks, and
techniques for usingthe camera's many features and explains when and how to use
eachfunction. Features a handy trim size so the book can go where you go,allowing you to
frequently refer to the professional-leveltechniques for capturing memorable photos and
handling trickysituations Includes full-color images of each menu screen to reinforceyour
understanding Contains a grey and color checker card to help you captureperfect white balance
and color in any environment Shares helpful examples that offer advice on taking
portraits,candids, sports, travel, macro photography, and much more Nikon D7100 Digital Field
Guide is the perfect portablecompanion to your new Nikon D7100!

The Complete Guide to Sony's NEX 5R and 6 Cameras (B&W edition) Aug 19 2019
The Complete Guide to Sony's RX-100 IV and RX-10 II (B&W Edition) Apr 26 2020 Love your new
20 megapixel wonder, but having a hard time understanding (and configuring!) all those
features? Written for the advanced user (with tutorials and easy explanations in case you are
not so advanced), this easy-to-understand yet thorough guide provides a complete instruction
manual which explains each feature in plain English and provides hundreds of visual examples
as well. In this 613-page, book you'll learn: * What every mode, button and function does - in
plain, easy-to-understand language. * My personal camera configuration * Unique features of the
RX-10 II, including the unusually high Flash Sync Speed * How to decypher the alphabet soup
that are the video standards; * NFC, Wi-Fi, and step-by-step instructions on using them. * Which
of the new downloadable ""apps"" are actually useful. * A tutorial to get the benefits of shooting
RAW, and a condensed guide to the basics. * A set of ""Cliffs Notes"" TIP cards Downloadable
versions also available at the author's website.
Nikon D300 Digital Field Guide Dec 15 2021 With 12.3 megapixels, a three-inch LCD, Live View,
and the ability to shoot up to eight frames per second, your D300 is an awesome camera. The
more you know about using it, the more you'll get for your money, so take this guide with you
on every shoot. Along with detailed instructions on using every feature, it provides full-color
images of menu screens, helps you select lenses, and offers guidance for getting magnificent
images in many situations.
The Friedman Archives Guide to Sony's RX-100 V (B&W Edition) Nov 21 2019 The Sony RX-100
V is the world's best point-and-shoot camera, and Gary Friedman's book provides the most
detail and insights. In this 561-page, full-color e-book you will learn: * What every mode, button
and function does - in plain, easy-to-understand language. * Gary's personal camera
configuration * Unique features of the camera, including the ability to shoot the equivalent of
5.5K video for short bursts. * How to decypher the alphabet soup that are the video standards;
what each variable means and how to choose the best mode for YOU. * NFC, Wi-Fi, and step-bystep instructions on using them. * Which of the new downloadable ""apps"" are actually useful.
* The most common digital jargon and what it all means to you. * A tutorial to get the benefits of
shooting RAW, and a condensed guide to the basics. * A set of ""Cliffs Notes"" cards you can
print showing the recipes for common shooting situations, and Gary's Personal Camera
Settings.
Popular Science Jun 16 2019
HDTV For Dummies Aug 23 2022 Provides information on what a HDTV is, how to choose one,
how to connect it to other equipment, programming choices, and adding accessories.
Nikon D800 & D800E Digital Field Guide Jul 10 2021 Professional advice on everything you
need to know about the new Nikon D800 dSLR camera Packed with everything you want and
need to know in order to take amazing photos using your new Nikon D800 camera, this portable
and full-color guide walks you through the controls, features, and functions of the D800 using
step-by-step instructions and helpful examples. Veteran author J. Dennis Thomas shares fullcolor images of each menu screen and explains how to adjust white balance, autofocus, and
exposure as well as how to choose lenses and adjust settings. The handy trim size allows this
guide to go where you go, giving you easy access to information quickly so you can get the
exact shot you want when you want it. Offers a refresher guide to the basic principles of digital
photography Explains how to use all of the Nikon D800s menus, controls, and functions, so you
can get the shot you want Features valuable insight from a successful professional
photographer for capturing unique and memorable portrait, candid, action, travel, sports, and
other shots Provides step-by-step explanations on techniques and tips, all aimed at getting you
comfortable and confident with your camera Nikon D800 Digital Field Guide takes you beyond
the basic manual and the standard settings so you can see what your camera can really do!
iPad 2: Das Missing Manual Jun 21 2022 Das iPad 2 ist noch einmal schneller, leichter und

vielseitiger als sein Vorgänger. Beide Modelle haben aber eins gemeinsam: Sie sind ein idealer
persönlicher Begleiter für alle Lebenslagen. Ob man nun E-Books lesen, Musik hören, Filme
gucken, Mails lesen und schreiben, spielen, im Web surfen oder vielleicht sogar ein bisschen
arbeiten möchte: Das iPad ist ein echter Allrounder – wenn man weiß, wie’s geht und wie man
das Beste aus seinem eleganten Schätzchen herausholt. Aus dem Inhalt: Ihre Medienbibliothek:
Füllen Sie Ihr iPad mit Musik, Filmen, Fernsehserien, E-Books, Fotos und vielem mehr. Werden
Sie kreativ: Nutzen Sie Foto- und Videokamera des iPads sowie die App Photo Booth, um Ihre
eigenen Medien zu erzeugen. Drahtlos online: Verbinden Sie sich per Wi-Fi oder Wi-Fi+3G und
surfen Sie mit dem noch einmal schnelleren Safari-Browser. Gebündelte E-Mails: Hier haben Sie
Zugriff auf Ihre privaten und beruflichen Mailkonten. Videotelefonate: Verwenden Sie FaceTime
und die beiden Kameras des iPad, um im Gespräch noch präsenter zu sein. Tipps, Tricks und
kleine Geheimnisse: In diesem Buch erfahren Sie, wie Sie noch ein bisschen mehr aus Ihrem
Schatz herausholen, als Sie sich bisher vorstellen konnten.
Popular Science Jan 16 2022 Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to
improve their technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers
share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving forces that
will help make it better.
The Complete Guide to SonyÍs RX1R II Camera (B&W Edition) Jun 28 2020 In this detailed and
easy-to-read reference, professional photographers Gary L. Friedman and Ross Warner spell
out the nuances of every feature for both beginning and experienced photographers. Get the
most out of your camera from the most highly-acclaimed author of books for the Sony cameras!
Instantly-downloadable electronic formats are also available from the author's website.
Canon EOS Rebel T3/1100D Digital Field Guide Dec 23 2019 Learn to use every feature of your
Canon T3/1100D and get great shots every time Digital Field Guides offer step-by-step
information about digital camera controls as well as tips and techniques for getting great
photos in various common situations. This handy guide, perfectly sized to fit in a camera bag,
explains how to use every button, dial, and setting on your Rebel T3/1100D and also covers
using the improved HD video features, and in-camera movie editing options. Illustrated with the
author's outstanding photos, the book provides recipes for getting the photo you want in any
environment. The EOS Rebel T3/1100D is Canon's newest entry-level dSLR camera, offering a
streamlined and simplified experience for new dSLR users This book explains every camera
control, showing you how to use all the buttons, dials, and settings Cover the exciting new HD
video features and offers suggestions for getting outstanding shots in common shooting
situations Small-trim design makes it easy to take this guide along whenever you use your
camera Includes a gray card and color checker card used to maintain accurate color and white
balance New dSLR camera users will get up to speed quickly with the easy-to-follow guidance in
this handy field guide.
IMovie HD & IDVD 5 Feb 05 2021 The latest versions of iMovie HD and iDVD 5 are, by far, the
most robust moviemaking applications available to consumers today. But whether you're a
professional or an amateur moviemaker eager to take advantage of the full capabilities of these
applications, don't count on Apple documentation to make the cut. You need iMovie HD & iDVD
5: The Missing Manual, the objective authority on iMovie HD and iDVD 5.Even if you own a
previous version of iMovie, the new feature-rich iMovie HD may well be impossible to resist.
This video editing program now enables users to capture and edit widescreen High Definition
Video (HDV) from the new generation of HDV camcorders, along with standard DV and the
MPEG-4 video format. iMovie HD also includes "Magic iMovie" for making finished movies
automatically. The feature does everything in one step--imports video into separate clips and
adds titles, transitions, and music. The finished video is then ready for iDVD 5, which now
includes 15 new themes with animated drop zones that can display video clips across DVD
menus, just like the latest Hollywood DVDs.This witty and entertaining guide from celebrated

author David Pogue not only details every step of iMovie HD video production--from choosing
and using a digital camcorder to burning the finished work onto DVDs--but provides a firm
grounding in basic film technique so that the quality of a video won't rely entirely on
magic.iMovie HD & iDVD 5: The Missing Manual includes expert techniques and tricks for:
Capturing quality footage (including tips on composition, lighting, and even special-event
filming) Building your movie track, incorporating transitions and special effects, and adding
narration, music, and sound Working with picture files and QuickTime movies Reaching your
intended audience by exporting to tape, transferring iMovie to QuickTime, burning QuickTimeMovie CDs, and putting movies on the Web (and even on your cell phone!) Using iDVD 5 to
stylize and burn your DVD creation iMovie HD & iDVD 5: The Missing Manual--it's your
moviemaking-made-easy guide.
Canon EOS 6D Digital Field Guide Jun 09 2021 The Canon EOS 6D is Canon's smallest and
lightest full-frame DSLR camera to date and boasts an extensive feature set. This full-color,
portable guide goes beyond the owner's manual to deliver clear, succinct descriptions of how
these features and functions work and explains how they affect the resulting photos. With the
expert advice and clear instructions, the Canon EOS 6D Digital Field Guide makes this
sophisticated camera accessible to even first-time DSLR users Helps you to consistently
achieve professional-level photography using the Canon EOS 6D Walks you through the
essential controls, features, and functions using step-by-step instructions and providing fullcolor images of each menu screen Shows you how to get the exact shots you want, when you
want them, and is packed with beautiful color photos Shoot in Live View, choose the best
settings for movie-making, and learn how to share your images and video online via the built-in
Wi-Fi Includes step-by-step techniques and professional tips on taking exceptional photos with
your Canon EOS 6D Canon EOS 6D Digital Field Guide is packed with so much helpful advice
for getting the most out of your Canon EOS 6D, you'll find yourself referencing it again and
again
ODROID-C1+ User Manual Feb 17 2022 Congratulations on purchasing the ODROID-C1+! It is
one of the most powerful low-cost Single Board computers available, as well as being an
extremely versatile device. Featuring a quad-core AmLogic processor, advanced Mali GPU, and
Gigabit ethernet, it can function as a home theater set-top box, a general purpose computer for
web browsing, gaming and socializing, a compact tool for college or office work, a prototyping
device for hardware tinkering, a controller for home automation, a workstation for software
development, and much more. Some of the modern operating systems that run on the ODROIDC1+ are Ubuntu, Android, Fedora, ARCHLinux, Debian, and OpenELEC, with thousands of free
open-source software packages available. The ODROID-C1+ is an ARM device, which is the
most widely used architecture for mobile devices and embedded 32-bit computing. The ARM
processor’s small size, reduced complexity and low power consumption makes it very suitable
for miniaturized devices such as wearables and embedded controllers.
iPad: The Missing Manual Sep 24 2022 The iPad 2 is faster, lighter, and more versatile than its
predecessor, but there's still no printed guide to using its amazing features. That’s where this
full-color Missing Manual comes in. Learn how to stream HD video, make video calls, manage
your email, surf the Web, listen to music, play games, and maybe even do a little iWork. This is
the book that should have been in the box. Build your media library. Fill your iPad with music,
movies, TV shows, eBooks, photos, and more. Share with others. Stream music, HD movies, TV
shows, and more, to and from your iPad. Create your own media. Use the iPad’s new Photo
Booth, iMovie, and GarageBand apps to express yourself. Get online. Connect through WiFi or
Wi-Fi+3G, and surf with the iPad’s faster browser. Place video calls. See who’s talking with the
iPad’s FaceTime app and its two cameras. Consolidate your email. Read and send messages
from any of your accounts. Learn undocumented tips and tricks. Get the lowdown on cool iPad
secrets and workarounds.

Nikon D5200 Digital Field Guide Aug 11 2021 Everything you need to know in order to take
amazing photos with your Nikon D5200 As one of Nikon's most advanced cameras offered in the
entry-level line of dSLRs, the Nikon D5200 boasts a smarter system for focusing and tracking
moving subjects as well as a sharper sensor for capturing finely detailed images. This handy,
portable field guide is filled with everything you want and need to know in order to take
memorable photos with your Nikon D5200. Packed with full-color photos, this resource walks
you through the camera's controls, features, and functions using step-by-step instructions
along with color images of each menu screen. Details how to use the features, functions, and
menu system of the Nikon D5200 Teaches you how, when, and why you should adjust white
balance, autofocus, exposure, lenses Goes beyond camera settings to offer you a refresher
guide to the principles of digital photography by covering the essentials of lighting,
composition, and exposure Features helpful examples along with a variety of tips and tricks to
capturing portraits, candids, sports, travel, macro photography, and more Includes a grey and
color checker card to help you capture perfect color in any setting With so much helpful advice
for getting the most out of your Nikon D5200, you'll be referencing this guide again and again.
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series Feb 23 2020 Includes Part 1A, Number 1: Books
(January - June) and Part 1B, Number 1: Pamphlets, Serials and Contributions to Periodicals
(January - June)
The PC and Gadget Help Desk Nov 02 2020 A Do-It-Yourself Guide To Troubleshooting and
Repairing Your EASY, comprehensive technology troubleshooter! PCs, smartphones, tablets,
networks, cameras, home theater and more—all in one book! We all use technology—and we all
have problems with it. Don’t get frustrated… and don’t waste money on costly repair or support
calls! Solve the problems yourself, with the one guide that makes it easy: The PC and Gadget
Help Desk. Using clear pictures, handy “symptom tables,” and easy-to-use flowcharts, Mark
Edward Soper walks you step-by-step through identifying, solving, and preventinghundreds of
today’s most aggravating tech problems. Soper covers all your major platforms: iPhones, iPads,
Android devices, Windows systems, and more. He even helps you fix the weird problems that
happen when you use them together! Regain lost Internet access and fix broken Wi-Fi
connections Solve problems with viewing and sharing media or other files Track down power
problems wherever they arise Troubleshoot printing problems and print from smartphones or
tablets Fix missing video or audio on your HDTV or home theater system Get syncing working
right on your Apple or Android device Improve your PC’s 3D gaming performance Identify and
replace flaky memory chips Prevent overheating that can damage your equipment Solve
common problems with digital cameras and DV camcorders Troubleshoot iOS or Android
antennas, updates, screens, and connectivity Get FaceTime working right on your iPhone or
iPad Troubleshoot eReaders and display your eBooks on additional devices Sensibly decide
whether to upgrade, repair, or replace Mark Edward Soper has spent 30 years as an instructor
and corporate trainer, helping thousands of people work more happily with personal
technology. He is the author of PC Help Desk in a Book, and is the co-author of Leo Laporte’s
PC Help Desk, as well as more than 25 other books on Windows, digital imaging, networking,
the Internet, IT certification, and computer troubleshooting. Soper is a CompTIA A+ Certified
computer technician and Microsoft Certified Professional. BONUS ONLINE VIDEOS: Includes
access to free, studio-quality how-to videos that make troubleshooting and repair even easier!
Nikon D7500 For Dummies Dec 03 2020 Your guide to capturing that perfect shot The Nikon
D7500 has created a buzz in the photography community, gaining recognition for its appealing
combination of high-end features and compact size. If you’re upgrading your existing dSLR or
even purchasing your very first camera, Nikon D7500 For Dummies will help you feel like a pro
in no time. This book highlights the importance of understanding all of the basic features of
your new camera, before diving into insights about how to take top-notch photos. You’ll learn
about when and how to use flash, understand exposure, and control focus and depth of field.

There is also information on taking expert action, close-up, and landscape shots, and how to
access and download those photo files. Photography is a great way to capture lifelong
memories, and this book makes it easy to get started. Learn photography terminology Shoot,
view, and trim movies Master color controls Discover ways to customize your camera Don’t just
settle for auto mode; take advantage of all the D7500’s amazing features with the help of Nikon
D7500 For Dummies!
TV Guide Oct 01 2020
Nikon D5100 Digital Field Guide Nov 14 2021 The Nikon D5100 is a perfect companion to a
photographer searching for a top of the line entry-level DSLR camera. Offering full HDR
capability, enhanced night vision shooting, enhanced audio capability, and 1080p HD video; the
D5100 is packed with a wide-range of useful features. The Nikon D5100 Digital Field Guide will
teach you how to work use each of these impressive features and capture everything from
stunning still photos to cinematic quality movies. Chapter 1: Exploring the Nikon D5100- This
chapter identifies every button, dial, and indicator on your camera and walks you through
setting up your Nikon D5100 for immediate use. Chapter 2: Nikon D5100 Essentials- This
chapter teaches you how each of your camera’s modes functions, from fully automatic to the
daunting manual mode. It also covers how to adjust key exposure settings such as ISO, shutter
speed, and aperture. Chapter 3: Setting Up the Nikon D5100- Chapter 3 covers the Nikon
D5100’s menu screens and how to navigate your way through them in setting up and using your
new camera. Chapter 4: Selecting and Using Lenses for the Nikon D5100- In this chapter, you’ll
find advice on choosing the best lenses for your camera, including recommendations for a
variety of budgets and skill-levels. Chapter 5: Understanding Exposure- This chapter gives a
primer on the fundamentals of exposure to allow you to take the best possible photos now that
you know how to make all necessary adjustments to your camera settings. Chapter 6: Working
with Light- Within this chapter, you’ll find an explanation of flash options from shooting with the
built-in flash, modifying flash exposure, shooting with a speedlite, or using a wireless flash, and
much more. Chapter 7: Working with Live View and Video- Chapter 7 teaches you the tips,
tricks, and workarounds you’ll need to effectively use your live view as well as to capture
stunning video. Chapter 8: Real- world Applications- This chapter refreshes your photo
knowledge with overviews on how to shoot landscape, portrait photography, action
photography, night photography and more. Chapter 9: Viewing and In-camera Editing- In this
chapter, you will learn how to view and download your images from the D51000 as well as how
to use the many in-camera editing options. Appendix A: General Photography Tips- This
appendix offers refreshers on depth of field and rules of composition. Appendix B: AccessoriesThis appendix teaches you how to utilize the remote control, video accessories, GPS unit and
much more. Appendix C: How to Use the Gray Card and Color Checker- A bonus gray card and
color checker are provided (bound within the book) to help you get the color right on every shot.
This appendix teaches you how to make the most of this great add-on. The Nikon D5100 Digital
Field Guide is a friendly, efficient, clearly-illustrated guide that will enable you to confidently
capture beautiful images with your new Nikon D5100.
Nikon D700 Digital Field Guide Oct 13 2021 Get the results your camera was meant to deliver
With the D700, you've stepped up to a high-performance camera. The possibilities offered by its
12.1-megapixel, FX-format CMOS sensor are exhilarating. This guide helps you take full
advantage of every feature you paid for, offering clear and comprehensive directions for setting
up the camera, choosing modes, selecting lenses, and much more. With detailed guidance for
working with lighting, exposure, and depth of field plus advanced shooting techniques for many
different situations, it's your camera's perfect partner. Customize the D700's settings and learn
how to use them all Maximize Live View and use single-point and dynamic-area autofocus
Explore original, optional, and custom picture controls Investigate wide-angle lenses, VR and
DX lenses, filters, and lens accessories Learn secrets for getting great shots of sporting events,

concerts, wildlife, products, and people
Kindle Fire HD: The Missing Manual Oct 25 2022 Amazon’s Kindle Fire HD combines the most
popular e-reader and tablet features in one sleek package, and with this entertaining guide,
you’ll master everything the Fire has to offer. With loads of illustrations, step-by-step
instructions, and savvy tips, you’ll learn how to manage your media library in the cloud, find the
coolest apps, and make the most of your Kindle Fire experience—no matter which model you
choose. The important stuff you need to know: Read all about it. Find ebooks and newspapers
in the Kindle Store, and add your own books and magazines. Use great new features. Discover
Amazon’s X-Ray service, and parental controls for individual users. Take in a show. Watch
movies and TV series, and display your photos and videos. Go online. Browse the Web and
manage email with Wi-Fi and 4D LTE. Fill up your jukebox. Listen to your favorite music from
Amazon and iTunes. Load up on apps. Get popular games, guides, and references with
Amazon’s Apps for Android. Get to work. Read PDFs, Word files, Excel spreadsheets, and other
docs.
The Complete Guide to Sony's RX-100 MK3 (B&W Edition) Jan 24 2020 Love your new 20
megapixel wonder, but having a hard time understanding (and configuring!) all those features?
Then this book is for you. Written for the advanced user (with tutorials and easy explanations in
case you're not so advanced), this easy-to-understand yet thorough guide provides a complete
instruction manual which explains each feature in plain English and provides hundreds of visual
examples as well. There is no better way to learn about and get the most out of your camera.
Get the most out of your investment - Learn about the wonders of digital imaging and improve
your photography at the same time! More info at FriedmanArchives.com/RX100-MK3
All-in-One iPhone Manual Apr 07 2021 With the latest iOS 11 beta for the iPhone, you will enjoy
a host of exciting new features including an all-new Messages app, updates to Maps, Search, 3D
Touch, widgets, etc. And the iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 Plus have new not to mention loads of
features to enjoy in the iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus and iPhone X with more advanced cameras for
photography, and you can do more with Siri and third-party apps than ever before in a simple
way. You no longer need be bored with overly long manual without simplicity of information.
This is a guide to the tips, shortcuts, and workarounds that will make you acquainted to iPhone
especially the camera usage like a professional photographer in no time even if you haven’t
used iPhone before. This book will help you accomplish every essential and needful feature you
need on your iPhones.
The Complete Guide to Sony's A7 and A7r (B&W Edition) Jan 04 2021 This is the most thorough
and comprehensive book on the Sony Alpha 7 and Alpha 7r available. At over 600 pages,
professional photographer Gary L. Friedman has explained every function and nuance of every
feature, plus gives solid recommendations on customizing your camera and explains unobvious
combinations of obscure features can help you work quite quickly in the field! Yes, it's a little
more expensive (downloadable versions are available for much less on the author's website) but
since you already own one of the best cameras out there, why hold back on the key to unlocking
its features? * My personal camera settings (with explanations) * A complete guide to the most
popular Legacy Glass Adapters and how to configure your camera to use them * A clear
explanation of the alphabet soup that are video formats * Guide to using NFC & Wi-Fi * A set of
"Cliffs Notes" cards
The Complete Guide to Sony's Alpha 7r Ii Jul 30 2020 Gary's Ebooks on the Sony cameras are
renown for being the most thorough, detailed, and enjoyable to read. This latest edition goes
into even more detail of the features everyone wants to know about: * All the focusing modes
explained in an intuitive way * 4K shooting and choosing a bit rate for video * The new phasedetect AF (and where it's blind) * The most popular adapters for legacy glass * S-Log2 in a way
that won't make your eyes glaze over * And lots more! (641 pages more, to be exact!) You can
learn more at the author's website - Friedman Archives dot com .

iPad 2: The Missing Manual Jul 22 2022 The iPad is an amazing media device, once you really
know how to use it. In this entertaining book, New York Times tech columnist and iPad expert
Jude Biersdorfer shows you how to get the most out of this sleek tablet to surf the Web, send
and receive email, watch movies and TV shows, read eBooks, listen to music, play games, and
even do a little iWork. It's the book that should have been in the box. The important stuff you
need to know Learn undocumented tips and tricks. Get the lowdown on cool iPad secrets Build
and play your media library. Fill up your iPad with music, movies, TV shows, eBooks, photos,
music videos, audiobooks, and podcasts Get online. Connect through Wi-Fi and Wi-Fi+3G—on
both GSM and CDMA networks Discover state-of-the-art e-reading. Buy and read books and
magazines in full color Consolidate your email accounts. Read email from your personal and
work accounts Shop iTunes and the App Store. Navigate Apple's media emporiums, and learn
how to get free music, video, books, and apps
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